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Abstract

Background: Depression is prevalent across the spectrum of Chronic Kidney Disease

and associated with poorer outcomes. There is limited evidence regarding the most

effective interventions and care pathways for depression in Chronic Kidney Disease.

Objectives: To investigate how depression is identified and managed in adults with

Chronic Kidney Disease.

Design: Scoping review.

Methods: Systematic search of eight databases with pre‐defined inclusion criteria.

Data relevant to the identification and/or management of depression in adults with

Chronic Kidney Disease were extracted.

Results: Of 2147 articles identified, 860 were included. Depression was most

identified using self‐report screening tools (n = 716 studies, 85.3%), with versions of

the Beck Depression Inventory (n = 283, 33.7%) being the most common. A total of

123 studies included data on the management of depression, with nonpharmacolo-

gical interventions being more frequently studied (n = 55, 45%). Cognitive Behavioural

Therapy (n = 15) was the most common nonpharmacological intervention, which was

found to have a significant effect on depressive symptoms compared to controls

(n = 10). However, how such approaches could be implemented as part of routine care

was not clear. There was limited evidence for antidepressants use in people with

Chronic Kidney Disease albeit in a limited number of studies.
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Conclusions: Depression is commonly identified using validated screening tools

albeit differences exist in reporting practices. Evidence regarding the management of

depression is mixed and requires better‐quality trials of both pharmacological and

nonpharmacological approaches. Understanding which clinical care pathways are

used and their evidence, may help facilitate the development of kidney care specific

guidelines for the identification and management of depression.
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INTRODUCTION

Across the spectrum of chronic kidney disease (CKD), depression

symptoms are commonly experienced, and are associated with

poorer health outcomes including all‐cause mortality in people living

with CKD and those receiving dialysis (Chilcot, Almond, et al., 2018;

Farrokhi et al., 2014; Tsai et al., 2012). Furthermore, in people with a

kidney transplant, depression is associated with graft loss and all‐

cause mortality (for a review see [Chilcot et al., 2014]). There is

consensus in people living with kidney disease and health profes-

sionals that addressing the psychosocial impact of kidney failure is

significant research priority (Manns et al., 2014).

The prevalence of self‐reported or clinician rated depression in

people with CKD, on dialysis or with a kidney transplant, is reported to

be 26.5%, 39.3% and 26.6% (Palmer et al., 2013), respectively.

Depression can be challenging to assess and diagnose due to

overlapping physical symptoms of depression and kidney disease

(typically uraemia) (Chilcot et al., 2008). There are validated depression

screening tools with CKD specific cut‐off points for case finding

(Chilcot et al., 2008; Chilcot, Hudson, et al., 2018;Watnick et al., 2005),

although overall there is limited research into the diagnostic accuracy

of depression screening tools in people with CKD (Kondo et al., 2020).

Few well designed randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of treat-

ments for depression in people with CKD exist, with limited evidence

for the most acceptable and clinically effective treatments. Furthermore,

there is also a lack of health economic modelling to determine if

interventions for depression in people with CKD are cost effective.

In addition, little is known about specific care pathways for

depression in CKD (e.g., is a person's mental health managed via their

nephrologist or primary care provider/physician, and how this is

done). Treatments such as antidepressant medication; cognitive

behavioural therapy (CBT) and complementary therapies have been

explored in people living with CKD (Hedayati et al., 2017; Kim

et al., 2016; Natale et al., 2019), yet studies have typically been small.

Recent Cochrane reviews report moderate quality evidence for

cognitive behavioural therapy improving depression in those receiv-

ing dialysis, whilst evidence for antidepressant medication remains

sparse and inconclusive (Natale et al., 2019; Palmer et al., 2016).

In England, The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

(NICE) guidelines were published for both depression broadly and

depression in patients with chronic physical health problems in 2009

recognising the association between physical and mental health

(NICE, 2009). NICE guidance recommends a stepped care model

dependent on the severity of depression, but this is not specific to any

given Long‐Term Conditions (LTCs) (NICE, 2009). This model consists of

four‐steps ranging from psychoeducation (step 1) to collaborative care

treatments involving use of multi‐disciplinary teams, medication, and

psychological therapies (step 4). Recently, NICE published implementa-

tion guidance documenting how evidence‐based treatments for

depression and anxiety in the context of LTCs could be delivered with

the support of Improving Access to Psychological Therapy services

(IAPT) (NHS England, 2018). IAPT services provided evidence‐based

psychological treatments at step 2 and step 3 of the stepped care

model. However, clear implementation guidance outlining how and by

whom NICE evidence‐based treatments for the management of

depression should be implemented in kidney care is lacking. The

overarching aim of this scoping review was to build on the evidence

basis reviewed by NICE, by investigating how depression is identified

and managed in adults with CKD specifically. Although NICE guidance is

specific to England, the objective of our review was to provide a broad

overview of all available international evidence to better inform an

understanding of how depression is identified and managed in people

living with CKD. Given this scope, and the availability of meta‐analyses

regarding the prevalence of depression in CKD and its correlates (Chan

et al., 2011; Palmer et al., 2013), this review did not attempt to formally

evaluate these specific questions, rather than to describe the research

landscape in which studies have approached the identification and

management of depression in people living with kidney disease.

METHODS

The scoping review was guided by the Joanna Briggs Institute

methodological framework for scoping reviews (Peters et al., 2020),

which includes: identifying the research question; search and

selection of relevant studies; charting and collating the information;

summarising and reporting the results. Whilst the scoping review

has several similarities with a systematic review it does not involve a

quality assessment and the findings are reported in a narrative

format. The inclusion and exclusion criteria along with the methods
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for the review were pre‐specified in a protocol which was reviewed

by the research team and an external steering group. Unless

otherwise specified (e.g., when talking specifically about people with

a particular CKD stage, receiving dialysis or with a transplant), when

we use the term ‘CKD’, we are using it generally to mean people living

with chronic kidney disease across its entire spectrum.

Eligibility criteria

Studies were eligible for inclusion if they:

• Identified depression using either self‐report, diagnostic clinical

interview, or medical records in adults over the age of 18

with CKD

AND/OR

• Described either a clinical intervention/treatment (e.g., pharmaco-

therapy or psychotherapy) or management (e.g., care pathway

description)

• Written in English

• Where studies included mixed LTC populations findings for CKD

needed to be reported separately

Studies were ineligible if they:

• Were published pre 2009 (e.g., before the NICE Depression

guidelines for the management of depression in LTCs)

(NICE, 2009).

• Specifically looked at acute kidney injury

• Were reviews or editorials

Information sources

The following databases: Ovid Medline, Embase, PsycINFO, Web of

Science, Cochrane library, Emcare and PROSPERO were utilised to

identify appropriate literature, using a systematic title and abstract

search with predefined inclusion criteria. A list of search terms was

initially generated and tested by the research team and reviewed by

the external steering group to ensure that they would cover all

necessary eligibility criteria. An example of the search used for Ovid

Medline is provided (Table 1). Limits were applied to the searches for

data published after the 2009 publication of the NICE guidelines,

publications in the English language and in human studies. The initial

database searches were conducted on the 20th of January 2022.

Selection of sources and data charting process

The search results were initially title and abstract screened for

eligibility by a team of independent coders (C. P., N. H., J. C., K. F., S.

N., J. H., M. T. and S. G.) using the freely available web‐tool Rayyan to

collate records, check for duplicates and screen the records.

The Rayyan blinding feature allowed each coder to review the

records independently before discussing and resolving any conflicts.

All results selected for inclusion from the title and abstract search

were of relevance to the identification and/or management of

depression in CKD. Where the full paper had not been included with

the abstract in the extraction from the databases, other methods of

obtaining the full text were attempted including contacting the

authors. Corresponding authors were contacted via email and

ResearchGate.net. Over 10% of the team's decisions (n = 270 across

the coders allocations) were checked by NH who was blinded to their

decisions. All conflicting codes were discussed and resolved with

C. P. and J. C. (the principal investigator).

A data extraction chart adapted from colleagues work in collabora-

tive care (Coventry et al., 2014) was used to record data from each

record. Data were extracted by a team of coders (C. P., N. H., J. C., K. F.,

J. H., M. T., A. Q., S. G. and L. F.). Data extracted included: Type of study

(cross‐sectional, longitudinal; interventional etc); Design (e.g., rando-

mised controlled trial, case‐control etc); Country where the study took

place; CKD modality/stage; depression assessment method used

(e.g.,screen vs. diagnostic enquiry) and specific depression symptoms

tools used including the screening cut‐offs employed (e.g., Patient

Health Questionnaire‐9 [PHQ‐9; Kroenke et al, 2001], Beck Depression

Inventory‐II [BDI; Beck et al, 1996], etc). For intervention/management

studies the type of intervention treatment was extracted (e.g.,

pharmacotherapy or psychotherapy) and we recorded whether any

depression assessment was conducted as a primary or secondary

outcome. Given the aims of this review, its intended rapid timeline, and

the ultimate size of the evidence pool, participant information (e.g., age,

gender, inclusion and exclusion criteria, ethnicity) was not extracted.

Data extraction was undertaken by the authors using an excel table

stored within Microsoft Teams. The data were recorded independently

with 10% checks completed for data accuracy.

Synthesis of results

Data from studies of people living with CKD were summarised by the

three main study types; (1) studies that included the identification of

TABLE 1 Search strategy used in Ovid Medline

Search component Search terms

#1 CKD and
(Identification and
management) and

depression

([depress* or distress] and [CKD or
haemodialyses or haemodialysis or
dialysis or kidneyADJfailure or

renalADJfailure or kidneyADJdisease or
renalADJdisease]).tw. not conference
abstract.pt. not conference paper.pt.

#2 Limit English Limit #1 to All adults

#3 Limit English Limit #2 to English language

#4 Limit Humans Limit #3 to Humans

#5 Limit Dates Limit #4 to yr + ‘2010–2022’
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depression; (2) studies that included both the identification of

depression and treatments or management strategies for depression

and (3) studies that included treatments or management strategies

for depression. All data are reported in a narrative format.

Patient and public involvement (PPI)

The scoping review search strategy was discussed with our PPI group

as part of broader programme of research, composed of people with

lived experience of kidney disease. One PPI group member, who is a

retired psychiatrist and co‐author (A. Q.) assisted with study selection

and data extraction.

RESULTS

Selection of sources of evidence

A total of 2147 articles were identified using search criteria. Seventy‐

two duplicate papers were removed, and 1081 others excluded after

assessment of the title and abstract, leaving 994 for full text review.

Of the 994, a further 134 papers were excluded leaving 860 in the

final evidence synthesis. Of these 860, 737 included information on

the identification of depression in CKD, 102 on both the identifica-

tion and management of depression, and 21 on the management of

depression. A PRISMA flow diagram outlines the selection and

exclusion of the evidence in Figure 1. A list of all the papers selected

for full text review are displayed in Supporting Information: File 1a. A

full reference list for both identification and management papers are

shown in Supporting Information: Files 1b and 1c.

Identification of depression: Study characteristics

A total of 839 studies included data on the identification of

depression (including the 102 studies that also had information on

the identification and management of depression). A descriptive

summary of these studies is presented in Table 2. Supporting

Information: File 2 summarises the number of studies by country.

Over half of studies include people receiving in‐centre HD (n = 460‡,

54.8%), with only 17 (2%; [Anvar‐Abnavi & Bazargani, 2010;

Brekke et al., 2017; K.‐H. Chen et al., 2014; Danuser et al., 2017;

Müller et al., 2020, Griva et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2020; Myaskovsky

et al., 2012; Nohre et al., 2020; Schulz et al., 2014, 2017; Spencer

et al., 2011; Szeifert et al., 2010; Zelle et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2014;

Zimmermann et al., 2016]) identifying depression in kidney transplant

recipients. The most common type of depression assessment method

was with a self‐report tool (n = 716. 85.3%), with only 58 of studies

(6.9%) including a clinical assessment/interview (either on its own or

combined with a self‐reported assessment). Of the 58 studies which

employed diagnostic assessment, 72% (n = 41), were based upon

DSM‐IV criteria for major depressive disorder. Only 20 studies

(2.4%), were identified as validation studies which evaluated the

performance of screening cut‐off tools against diagnostic standards.

The most common self‐report tool used was the Beck Depres-

sion Inventory (n = 283, 33.7%) however there were inconsistencies

in reporting which version of the tool was used (either BDI‐I or

BDI‐II), often accompanied by referencing inconsistencies. There was

wide variation in the cut‐off score used to indicate potential

depression and evaluate levels of symptom severity, ranging from

≥5 to ≥21. However, there were also inconsistencies in how the cut‐

offs were reported (e.g., >15 vs. ≥16). The most common cut‐off

employed was ≥16 (n = 39, 13.0% of studies), which yielded an

average screening prevalence of approximately 34%. In studies which

did not include selected samples (i.e., in patients over 65), prevalence

estimates ranged between 24.8% to 91.2% (see Supporting Informa-

tion: File 1). Similar cut‐off reporting issues were evident for the

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, with the most common cut‐

off score used on the depression component being ≥8 (60 studies,

37.9%), which an average prevalence of approximately 43%. The

PHQ‐9 was more consistently reported with the most common cut‐

off score being ≥10 (n = 22, 46.8%), yielding an average prevalence

of 23%.

Management of depression: Study characteristics

A total of 123 studies included data on the management of

depression (including 102 studies that also had information on

identification and management of depression). A descriptive sum-

mary of these studies is presented inTable 3. The average sample size

across the identified studies was 775 (median = 66.5). However, the

mean was unduly influenced by a large longitudinal cohort study, so

after excluding, the average sample size was 107 (median = 66). Most

management studies focused on people receiving in‐centre HD

(n = 91, 74%). The most common type of depression assessment in

the management studies was with the BDI (I or II; n = 46, 26.5%). The

most common clinical rating tool was the HAM‐D (n = 8, 5.3%).

Depression was the primary outcome in 81 (67%) of the studies.

Nonpharmacological studies were the most common interven-

tions studied overall (n = 55, 45%). Talk therapy was the primary

intervention in 33 studies (27%), with two studies combining talk

therapy and PA/exercise (2%). Eleven studies were pharmacological

(9%) (Atalay et al., 2010; Biyik et al., 2013; J. Chen & Xie, 2018;

Dashti‐Khavidaki et al., 2014; Friedli et al., 2017; Guirguis et al., 2020;

Hedayati et al., 2017; Kauffman et al., 2021; Ostadmohammadi

et al., 2020; Taraz et al., 2013; Tol et al., 2010), with a further six

combining pharmacological and nonpharmacological interventions

(5%; [Giannaki et al., 2013; Hosseini et al., 2012; Hu & Shen, 2021;

Mehrotra et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2017]).

Alternative/complementary interventions were evaluated in 21 (17%)

studies, although their results regarding treatment efficacy were‡n here refers to the number of studies unless otherwise defined.
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F IGURE 1 PRISMA Flow chart of study selection process
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mixed and studies were generally of low quality and lacked details

regarding potential harms.

Overall, 77 studies (62%) reported statistically significant

findings. A summary of information on who delivered the interven-

tion and follow‐up outcome assessments is shown in Supporting

Information: File 3. Notably in 44 (36%) of the studies, it was not

clear who delivered the intervention. Furthermore, in 69 (56%), it was

unclear who conducted the outcome assessments.

To date, the largest antidepressant RCT in people living with

CKD (n = 201), compared Sertraline with a placebo (Hedayati

et al., 2017). Over a 12 week period, no significant differences in

depressive symptoms, were observed between the treatment arms

(Hedayati et al., 2017). However, over 14,000 people were initially

screened for depressive symptoms, which ultimately led to 201 being

randomised, highlighting issues around feasibility and acceptability of

conducting such trials in CKD. Similar issues were documented in a

feasibility RCT of Sertraline (vs. placebo) in people receiving HD,

which also found no significant or clinically meaningful differences in

depression symptoms between arms (Friedli et al., 2017), However

this small RCT was not powered to detect efficacy (Friedli et al., 2017).

Similar issues of scale and feasibility have also been highlighted in

other trials, including studies of online CBT which report that 26% of

participants found screening for psychological distress (depression

and anxiety) unacceptable (Hudson et al., 2017).

Of the 33, nonpharmacological interventions defined as “talking

therapies”; CBT was the most common therapy method used (n = 15;

[Al Saraireh et al., 2018; Bahmani et al., 2015; Bargiel‐Matusiewicz

et al., 2019; Chan et al., 2016; J. Chen & Xie, 2018; Cukor et al., 2014;

Griva et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2014; Hudson et al., 2017; Lerma

et al., 2017; Picariello et al., 2021; Sohn et al., 2018; Valsaraj

et al., 2016; Weiner et al., 2010; Zhianfar et al., 2020]. Most CBT

interventions [n = 12] [Bahmani et al., 2015; Bargiel‐Matusiewicz

et al., 2019; Chan et al., 2016; J. Chen & Xie, 2018; Cukor et al., 2014;

Griva et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2014; Lerma et al., 2017; Picariello

et al., 2021; Sohn et al., 2018; Valsaraj et al., 2016; Zhianfar

et al., 2020]) reported a statistically significant effect of CBT on

depression outcomes when compared with control arms (n = 10;

TABLE 2 Summary of depression identification data from 839
studies

n %

CKD stage/modality

CKD (1–5) 100 12

In‐centre dialysis (HD) 460 54.8

Home dialysis (HD) 6 0.7

Peritoneal dialysis (all) 41 4.9

Kidney transplant 17 2.0

Mixed sample 214 25.5

Not clear 1 0.1

Study design

Audit 10 1.2

Case‐control 34 4.1

Cross‐sectional 541 64.5

Longitudinal 108 12.9

Mixed methods 12 1.4

Non‐randomised trial 24 2.9

RCT 73 8.7

Validity study 20 2.4

Qualitative 8 1.0

Other 9 1.1

Assessment of depression

Self‐report screening tool 716 85.3

Diagnostic interview/assessment 13 1.5

Clinician rating tool 18 2.1

Both self‐report/clinician rating tool and diagnostic

interview

45 5.4

Medical records 26 3.1

Unclear 21 2.5

Primary screening/severity tool (self‐report or clinical)

BDI (I or II) 283 33.7

HADS 158 18.8

PHQ‐9 47 5.6

PHQ‐ADS 2 0.2

Geriatric depression scale 37 4.4

CES‐D 65 7.7

Zung depression scale 26 3.1

SF‐12/36 6 0.7

Multiple 31 3.6

Non‐validated 9 1.0

Other validated 104 12.4

None 9 1.1

Unclear 60 7.2

TABLE 2 (Continued)

n %

Continent

North America 120 14.3

Europe 288 34.3

South America 65 7.7

Asia 310 36.9

Africa 20 2.4

Australasia 22 2.6

Multinational 9 1.1

Unclear 5 0.6
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[Bahmani et al., 2015; Bargiel‐Matusiewicz et al., 2019; J. Chen &

Xie, 2018; Cukor et al., 2014; Griva et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2014;

Lerma et al., 2017; Picariello et al., 2021; Valsaraj et al., 2016;

Zhianfar et al., 2020]) or in non‐randomised pre‐post studies (n = 2;

[Chan et al., 2016; Sohn et al., 2018]). Of the three studies that

reported no statistically significant effects of CBT; one study

compared CBT with a psychoeducation self‐management programme

as the active comparator arm (Al Saraireh et al., 2018), a second study

did not have a “no treatment comparator arm” and instead compared

online CBT only with online CBT plus therapist support (Hudson

et al., 2017), although this was a feasibility study so was not powered.

The final study reported statistically significant effects of the

intervention in a pre‐post design but only among those who adhered

to the CBT (Weiner et al., 2010). On balance CBT appears to be an

effective treatment for the management of depression in CKD and

complies with NICE treatment recommendations. However, most

research has been conducted in those receiving HD and often in

small scale RCTs. How well these findings translate into routine

kidney care is not known.

DISCUSSION

Summary of evidence

This scoping review sought to describe the approach for how

depression is identified, managed, and treated in adults with CKD.

Specifically, evidence was reviewed following the publication of the

NICE clinical guidance for depression in adults with a chronic physical

health problem (2009) to provide a broad overview of all available

international evidence to better inform our understanding of how

depression is identified and managed in people living with CKD.

Our review demonstrated the considerable size of the literature.

The initial search captured 2147 articles which subsequently lead to

the synthesis of 860 papers. The majority of studies included

information of the identification of depression in CKD, (n = 737), with

102 investigating both the identification and management of

depression, and 21 on the management of depression alone. Across

study types, people receiving in‐centre HD were most studied. There

TABLE 3 Summary of depression management data from 123
studies

n %

CKD stage/modality

CKD (1–5) 20 16.3

In‐centre dialysis (HD) 91 74

Home dialysis (HD or PD) 6 4.9

Kidney transplant 0 0

Unclear 6 4.9

Study design

Randomised control trial 70 57

Non‐randomised trial 17 14

Single arm trial 16 13

Audit 1 1

Quality improvement 3 2

Other 16 13

Assessment of depressiona

BDI (I or II) 46 26.5

BDI‐SF 3 2.4

HADS 23 18.2

PHQ‐9 12 7.9

PHQ‐4 1 0.7

CES‐D 3 2.0

Zung depression scale 11 7.2

SF‐12/36 4 2.6

KDQOL‐26 3 2.0

QIDS‐C16 1 0.7

HAM‐D 8 5.3

MADRS 2 1.3

None 1 0.7

Unclear/no measurement 3 2.0

Other 31 20.3

Depression as a primary or secondary outcome

Primary 81 67

Secondary 30 24

Not clear/not measured 11 9

Intervention type

Nonpharmacological (PA/exercise) 20 16

Nonpharmacological (talk therapies) 33 27

Mixed nonpharmacological (e.g., CBT and exercise) 2 2

Pharmacological 11 9

Combined pharmacological and non‐ pharmacological 6 5

Alternative/complementary 21 17

TABLE 3 (Continued)

n %

Medical (e.g., changes to dialysis/care) 24 20

Not clear/not an intervention 6 5

Findings

Significant 75 61

Nonsignificant 20 16

Mixed 6 5

Unclear/not‐relevant 21 17

aSome used multiple tools.
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was a considerable lack of studies investigating depression in kidney

transplant recipients, with no interventional trials identified. This is

concerning given that depression is common in people living with a

kidney transplant and associated with adverse clinical outcomes

(Chilcot et al., 2014).

Across study types, the Beck Depression Inventory was the most

employed screening tool and has been shown to have good validity in

people in CKD (Kondo et al., 2020). However, we observed

inconsistencies in the reporting of this questionnaire, including the

version and correct citation. Furthermore, a variety of cut‐offs

were employed across studies, with inconsistencies evident in the

reporting of cut‐off scores and their validity. Our finding support a

past systematic review which also highlights these issues (Kondo

et al., 2020), so we and recommend that future research address

these reporting inconsistencies. Nevertheless, we observed a similar

estimated prevalence of probable depression when using a cut‐off of

≥16 (34%), to those reported elsewhere (Palmer et al., 2013).

Although it was not the aim of this scoping review to report the

prevalence of depression across assessment types, it was evident

that estimates varied within and across tools, given heterogeneity in

study methodologies and tool specific cut‐offs score. Furthermore,

although the clinical case for depression screening in CKD is clear,

few studies have investigated how this is done as part of routine

kidney care and the overwhelming number of studies fail to mention

any relevant local or national guidelines. Within the UK for example,

we do not know how renal health professionals identify and manage

depression, how referrals are made and to whom, whether treatment

and outcomes are monitored, and what guidelines inform practice

(despite the availability of the NICE guidelines). There are also

pragmatic considerations. Specifically, if self‐report case finding tools

are used for scale and efficiency some require the payment of license

fees as is the case for the BDI. In IAPT services in England, the PHQ‐9

is used because it is freely available and a cut‐off of ≥10 is commonly

used to determine people who are considered to be at clinical

caseness and appropriate for clinical intervention. Deciding on the

cut‐offs used to determine who warrants clinical intervention

requires careful consideration to reduce the possibility of false

positives whilst also ensuring those in need of support are correctly

found with care pathways in place to support them. Given these

unknowns we are currently undertaking a study of practice patterns

for the identification of depression in UK renal centres, which is also

aiming to understand decision processes surrounding treatment and

referral mechanisms that are experienced and utilised by renal care

teams (The MoodMaps study).

Regarding management and treatment, CBT was reported to be

effective in several studies (Al Saraireh et al., 2018; Mehrotra

et al., 2019; Valsaraj et al., 2016) although there are some questions

about the feasibility of delivery in constrained health service settings.

Further research needs to understand how to best implement

psychological therapies as part of route care that is acceptable and

tailored to the needs of the diverse CKD population, including the

role of computerised approaches.

Antidepressants (most commonly Sertraline) showed no reliable

benefits across studies and adverse events were common. Despite

these findings, antidepressant use appears high in people living with

CKD (Friedli et al., 2017; Van Oosten et al., 2021), and concerns have

been raised about some agents' potential for QT prolongation and

associated sudden cardiac death (Assimon et al., 2019; Chilcot &

Farrington, 2019). However, it is important to note that few RCTS of

antidepressants have been conducted in people living with CKD, and

trials have generally needed to screen a very high number of patients,

partly due to patient selection (e.g., never having been on an

antidepressant; screening thresholds etc). Further better quality RCTs

of anti‐depressants are therefore needed in CKD that utilised

alternative designs (including drug wash out trials, cross‐over designs

and combination with talk therapies) to better understand their

clinical utility and safety.

Complementary and alternative therapies were reported as

having mixed results on depression and studies were of low quality

and lacked details regarding potential harms. Additionally renal

providers have reported not always managing depression symptoms

and believing the responsibility for treatment of depression is with

primary care (Green et al., 2012).

Although not the focus of the current scoping review, it was

evident in the synthesis that few studies had representative samples

in relation to ethnic or cultural diversity despite an estimated five‐

fold higher risk of ESRD in certain minority ethnic communities

compared to white heritage patients (Lightstone et al., 1995).

Furthermore, it was not clear if or how research methods and tools

have been adapted accordingly (e.g., language barriers). In recognition

of this observation, we are currently undertaking a secondary scoping

review addressing the suitability and practices of cultural considera-

tion and adaptions with respect to the identification and management

of depression in CKD.

Strengths and limitations

Due to limited resources and the rapid nature of this review, a

systematic search was conducted for this scoping review using only

abstracts and titles searches. When using a multi‐search option over

half of the records appeared to be irrelevant as kidney health is often

mentioned in relation to depression rather than as the focus of the

paper. However, a large number of papers were found, which

exceeded the authors expectations, with a good range of papers

discussing both identification and management of depression in CKD.

Due to the spoken languages of the research team the search criteria

were also limited to full‐texts available in the English language,

however only 14 records were excluded. Finally, the scoping review

was limited to a narrative synthesis to describe the landscape of how

depression is identified and managed therefore meta‐analysis and

formal quality assessment was beyond our scope; and covered in

relatively recent Cochrane reviews (Natale et al., 2019; Palmer

et al., 2016).
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Future research

Whilst the majority of studies have utilised depression screening

tools (often with the BDI) more research is required to validate more

recent measures such as the PHQ‐9 and understand how they

perform across modalities. Efforts to develop screening protocols at

key points of kidney care are needed to increase identification.

Furthermore, measures that are culturally adapted, valid and

appropriate are a needed and are currently being evaluated in a

separate scoping review of these complex issues.

More high‐quality randomised control trials of both antidepres-

sants and nonpharmacological interventions (including combined

approaches) for depression in people with CKD are needed.

Furthermore, efforts are required to ensure interventions are both

acceptable and feasible, particularly given the high numbers of

patients needed to be approach/screened in some trials. Research

exploring current practice patterns is limited and is required if we are

to better understand how we implement screening and interventional

practices into routine kidney care.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the identification of depression is commonly

evaluated using validated screening tools with appropriate renal

specific cut‐off scores. The more rigorous RCT studies show no

beneficial effect of the use of antidepressants for use in patients

with CKD, however larger more robust trials are needed, including

studies considering the withdrawal of anti‐depressants. Psycho-

logical therapies have been more widely studied with moderate

evidence regarding efficacy and acceptability. Understanding

national clinical practice patterns may help facilitate the develop-

ment of renal specific guidelines for the identification and

management of depression in CKD.
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